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Music is a passion of mine, and I knew I wanted to develop a topic in that domain. I

researched genres of influential music, and one made a recurrence, jazz. I introduced myself

to jazz amidst watching countless clips of famous jazz performances throughout the 1930s. I

constructed a peculiar observation that African Americans dominated the jazz culture while

in a time of discrimination. I discovered jazz influenced more than just the future of music, it

became a lifeline for African Americans. During a time of inequality, jazz cultivated a space

where African Americans were appreciated for their musical talents and helped redefine the

role of their culture in music. It was a frontier in the cultural shift that allowed future

opportunities in the future for talented Black artists.

Before this project, I had little to no knowledge of jazz or its history. Therefore, I

immersed myself by watching documentaries and listening to famous Black jazz artists such

as Louis Armstrong and Billie Holiday. To grasp a deeper understanding of jazz and its

influence on the Civil Rights Movement, I interviewed a jazz band director, a music professor

at Drake University, a jazz professor from the University of Kentucky, and a jazz musician

with a degree in jazz’s influence on Black culture. To view jazz in the 1930s, I looked into

library archives and newspapers from that period and was able to understand how Black

artists were perceived.

After conducting research, I had a record of events scattered throughout history. To

organize this, I created a timeline of significant events and formed a rough draft of my script.

I recorded the audio of my script and compiled using the software, Adobe Premiere Pro. I

collected images and videos parallel to my script and processed them in Adobe. I selected

parts of my interviews that best supported my evidence and inserted them accordingly in the



software. Lastly, I found music that embellished my recordings and blended them into my

documentary.

During times of inequality, jazz brought recognition to African Americans in a new

fashion. In the 1930s, African Americans had a minimal cultural identity. Being derived from

West Africa, and improvisation being foundational in jazz, it was a form of self-expression

for African Americans, empowering them to speak about their hardships. Jazz was a frontier

in history for paving the way for African Americans to be viewed with respect in the music

industry.

Jazz can not be listened to without listening to the souls of Black Americans. They are

intertwined. In a time of hatred, admiration of African Americans was unheard of. Yet with

jazz, it was possible. Jazz helped change the cultural view of African Americans. It shed light

on talented black artists and got them the recognition they deserved. It opened opportunities

for African Americans' involvement in the music industry. Jazz was a frontier in paving the

way for African Americans to be heard, one note at a time, thereby defining the future of

music for generations to come.
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